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With the arrival of the digital era, there are large amounts of information beingontinuously generated and stored. Automati searh engines have made possiblethe instant aess to this information. However, information have to be ompletelyannotated in order to enable these searh engines to inspet the ontent. The problemis that some of these resoures are expensive and hard to annotate. An example ofthese resoures are handwritten old text douments, residing in libraries all over theworld. Annotation of these douments is a time-onsuming task even for paleographiexperts, and it an take up to 30 minutes per page. Another example are universityletures. Many universities are urrently reording letures and storing them forposterior referene. However, searhes within all letures have to be arried out bytheir title or topi, beause annotations of the leturer's speeh are unavailable. Thismaster's thesis deals with some improvement in the annotation of this two relatedtasks, handwritten text and speeh.Natural Language Proessing (NLP) is a researh area that aims to develop au-tomati systems that are able to proess and omprehend human language by meansof tehniques and algorithms from Mahine Learning (ML). One of the most hetisub-areas inside NLP is Automati Speeh Reognition (ASR), that deals with theautomati annotation of speeh. Annotation of speeh is a diult task, as speehis a ontinuous signal with a high variability depending on the speaker, language,topi, among some other features. Nowadays, muh progress have been performedin this area, but even state-of-the-art systems are not able to generate aeptableannotations [1℄ to be used by searh engines. A related area to ASR is HandwrittenText Reognition (HTR), whih deals with the annotation of handwritten douments.1
Chapter 1. IntrodutionHTR is related to ASR, as the two of them model ontinuous signal and the modelsand tehniques from one an be applied into the other. In ase of HTR, handwrittensript is a ontinuous signal beause handwritten word are typially written from leftto right. This similarity has aused that tehniques and approahes of ASR an besuessfully employed in HTR [2℄. However, as it happens in ASR, even the automatitransription of the best urrent approahes are still far from perfet [3℄.Even though automati systems annot be used in a fully automati approah,they an still be used as a tool in an interative approah, in whih the system andthe user ollaborate to omplete the task. This approah has been used suessfullyin both, ASR [4℄ and HTR [5℄. Interative approahes have to deal with severalproblems. The rst problem is to build an user friendly interfae to interat withthe system. Another important diulty is how to employ user interation furtherthan simply post-editing the system output. This master's thesis deals with thesetwo problem. Conretely, in an ASR, we deal with some parts within the interativeannotation problems of video letures. On the other hand, in HTR, we improve theinterative transription proess of multilingual douments. More speially, theontributions desribed in this work are the following:Language adaptation on the transription of handwritten text doumentsA speially appealing ase is the transription of multilingual douments, suhas GERMANA [6℄, in whih up to six dierent languages appear. In this task,the oexistene of languages diulties the task, as it greatly inreases the lan-guage omplexity. In this work, we deal with this problem by developing alanguage-dependent approah, in whih a dierent system is trained for eahlanguage. Conretely, we present to dierent ontributions. First, we desribethe implementation of a language identiation method, in order to detet thelanguage of an untransribe line and orretly swith its orresponding lan-guage dependent HTR system. Last, we study the adaption of tuning variableson the dierent language dependent reogniser. These ontributions have led totwo publiations on two international onferene ranked as C, aording to theCORE:
• M. A. del Agua, N. Serrano and A. Juan. Language Identiation forInterative Handwriting Transription of Multilingual Douments. In Pro.of the 5th Iberian Conferene on Pattern Reognition and Image Analysis(IbPRIA 2011), pp 596603. Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (Spain). 2011.
• M. A. del Agua, N. Serrano, J. Civera and A. Juan. Charater-basedMultilingual Handwriting Reognition . In Pro. of IBERSPEECH 2012.Madrid (Spain). 2012Adaptation in automati speeh reognition of video leturesAtually, many universities are digitising their letures, reating huge reposito-ries, in whih for eah leture, users an aess video reordings along with itsslides. This is the ase of poliMedia, a video leture database of the Univer-sitat Politènia de Valenià (UPV). ASR of this database entangles severaldiulties, for example, the great number of dierent speakers and topis. In2





2.1 IntrodutionIn this setion, we introdue the mathematial foundations of automati reognition ofontinuous signals orresponding to a sequene of words. This is the ase of ASR andHTR, whih are the tasks studied in this work. Current ASR and HTR systems use astatistial approah based on PR tehniques. PR studies how to assign a given inputdata its orresponding label or lass. In our ase, this proess is performed as a searhproblem of the most probable transription given an input signal, speeh in ASR, orhandwritten text in HTR. Under ertain assumptions and in a perfet environment,the resulting transription an be onsidered the best transription that ould beobtained. Although, in real life problems this perfet onditions annot be ahieved,the resulting systems are able to deal reliably with this task.2.2 Theoretial BakgroundCurrent ASR and HTR systems use a statistial approah based on PR tehniques.PR is a subarea of ML, whih studies how to assign to a given input its orrespondinglabel or lass. In HTR, the input orresponds to a sequene of N feature vetors
x = x1, · · · , xN representing an image, while its label orresponds toM words formingthe image transription w = w1, · · · , wM . In ase of lassiation tasks in whih erroris measured using the lassiation error rate (CER), i.e. the ratio of errors ommittedwhen lassifying, the Bayes deision rule [7℄ states that, the best sequene of words5
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w for the input x orresponds to the one maximizing its posterior probability
ŵ = argmax
w






(2.2)The term p(x) remain onstant for all the possible transriptions, and thus, it isan be dropped in the maximization
ŵ = argmax
w
p(x | w)p(w) (2.3)where p(x | w) is the onditional probability desribing how likely (or probable) isto observe x for the transription w, and p(w) is the prior probability that expresseshow likely is to observe the transription w.As stated above, Bayes deision theory ahieve the optimal deision when theevaluation metri used is CER, and the probability distribution are known. However,there are two main problems. First, the evaluation metri used in HTR is Word ErrorRate (WER), whih is slightly dierent from CER. Last, probability distributions areunknown. In this work, we assume that there is no dierene between the evaluationsmetris, and that the probability distributions an be modeled statistially.In this work, the onditional probability distribution p(x | w) is based on HiddenMarkov Models (HMMs) [8℄, and prior distribution p(w) is modeled using n-gramlanguage models [9℄.2.2.1 Hidden Markov Models (HMM)The Hidden Markov Model is a nite set of states, eah of whih is assoiated witha ontinuous (generally multidimensional) probability distribution of "observations".Transitions among the states are governed by a set of probabilities alled transitionprobabilities. In a partiular state an outome or observation an be generated,aording to the assoiated probability distribution. Only the outomes, not thestates are visible to an external observer and therefore states are "hidden" to theoutside; hene the name Hidden Markov Model.During the past deades it has beome the most suessful model used in ASR.The main reason for this suess is its wonderful ability to model the speeh signalin a mathematially tratable way. In ASR, HMM observations are disrete timesequenes of aousti parameter vetors. Given the similarity between ASR andHTR, the HMMs have seen inreased their popularity in the HTR tasks. In HTR,the HMM observations are also disrete time sequenes. However, in this ase, theobservations represent line-image features.HMMs an be lassied aording to the nature of the observations. When theobservations are vetors of symbols in a nite alphabet we are speaking of disreteHMMs. Another possibility is work with ontinuous observations (ontinuous HMMs).6
2.2. Theoretial BakgroundFinally, the third lass is alled semi-ontinuous HMMs. These models user disreteobservations, but they are modelled using ontinuous probability density funtions.Sine in this master thesis we work with ontinuous HMMs, the formal denitionand the formulation related with this kind of HMMs is summarized on the nextsubsetions.Continuous HMMHere, a formal denition of a ontinuous HMM is given, using similar notations pre-sented in [10℄. We assume that the observations an only be generated at states andnot in the transition. Moreover, an additional initial state, whih do not emit anyobservations, has been dened, in a similar way as in the ase of the end state.Formally, a ontinuous HMM M is a nite state mahine dened by the sextuple
(Q, I, F,X, a, b) where:
• Q is a nite set of states. In order to avoid onfusions with the indexation of thedierent states, we are going to all the states of the model as q0, · · · , q|Q|−1,whereas the sequene of states that generates the vetor sequene x will bedenoted as z = z1, z2, · · · , zN .
• I is the initial state, an element of Q : I ∈ Q.I = q0
• F is the nal state, an element of Q : F ∈ Q.F = q|Q|−1
• X is the real d-dimensional spae of observations: X ⊆ Rd
• a is the state-transition probability funtion:
a(qi, qj) = p(zt+1 = qj |zt = qi) qi ∈ (Q − {F}), qj ∈ (Q − {I})Where zt = qi means that the HMM is on the state qi, at the moment t.Transitions probabilities should satisfy a(qi, qj) ≥ 0 and
∑
qj∈(Q−{I})
a(qi, qj) = 1 ∀qi ∈ (Q − {F})
• b is a probability distribution funtion:
b(qi, ~x) = p(xt = ~x|zt = qi) qi ∈ (Q− {I, F}), ~x ∈ XThe following stohasti onstraints must be satised: b(qi, ~x) ≥ 0 and
∫
x∈X
b(qi, ~x)d~x = 1 ∀qi ∈ (Q− {I, F})As the observations are ontinuous then we will have to use a ontinuous prob-ability density funtion. In this ase probability density funtion is dened asa weighted sum of G Gaussian distributions:






















cjg = 1Certain assumptions should be taken into aount for the sake of mathematial andomputational tratability, but it is not the aim of this doument. For more detailplease refer to [10℄.Basi algorithms for HMMsOne we have an HMM, there are three problems of interest. The evaluation problem,the deoding problem and the learning problem.
• The Evaluation Problem: This problem onsist on omputing the probability
p(x|M). Given an HMM M and a sequene of observations x = x1, · · · , xNwith xi ∈ Rd, this is, the probability that the observations are generated bythe model. This problem ould be takled with the Forward and Bakwardalgorithms.
• The Deoding Problem: Given a model M and a sequene of observations x,the problem onsist on nd the most likely state sequene in the model thatprodued the observations. In other words, the problem onsist on nd thehidden part of the HMM. In order to ahieve the solution, we shall use theViterbi algorithm.
• The Learning Problem: Given a modelM and a sequene of observations x, howshould we adjust the model parameters M in order to maximize the probability
p(x|M). This problem ould be addressed with the Baum-Welh algorithm.Forward and Bakward AlgorithmsLet x = (x1, · · · , ~xN ) with xi ∈ Rd a sequene of real vetors and Z = {z =











2.2. Theoretial Bakgroundwhere z0 is the initial state I : z0 = q0 = I.Diret alulation of this probability involves |Q|N alulations, whih is extremelylarge even when the length of x is moderate.The Forward algorithm is an eient mean to ompute p(x|M). The time om-plexity order of this algorithm is O(|Q|2N), but using a left-to-right HMM the om-plexity falls to O(|Q|N).The forward funtion αj(t) for 0 < j < N , is dened as the probability of thepartial observation sequene x1, · · · , xt, when it terminates at the state j. Mathe-matially, αj(t) = P (xt1, qj) and it an be expressed in a reursive way:
αj(t) =
{
a0jbj(x1) x = 1
(
∑N−1
i=1 αi(t− 1)aij)bj(xt) 1 < t ≤ Nwith the initial ondition that α0(1) = 1. Using this reursion we an alulatethe probability that the sequene x be emitted by the model M as:




αi(N)aiNSimilarly, the Bakward funtion βi(t) for 0 < i < N , as the probability of thepartial observation sequene xt+1, . . . , xN , given that the urrent state is i. Mathe-matially, βi(t) = P (xNt+1|qi) and it an be expressed on a reursive manner:
αj(t) =
{
aiN t = N
∑N−1
j=1 aijbj(xt+1)βj(t+ 1) 1 ≤ t < Nwith the initial ondition that βN(N) = 1. Using this reursion the probabilitythat the sequene x be emitted by the model M an be alulated as:




a0jbj(x1)βj(1)Viterbi AlgorithmIn this ase we want to nd the most likely state sequene, z = z1, · · · , zN ), of themodel M, for a given sequene of observations, x = x1, · · · , xN ). The algorithm usedhere is ommonly known as the Viterbi algorithm. This algorithm is similar to theforward algorithm, but replaing the sum by the dominating term.
αj(t) =
{
a0jbj(x1) x = 1
(maxi∈[1,N−1] vi(t− 1)aij)bj(xt) 1 < t ≤ Nwith the initial ondition v0(1) = 1. The probability of the sequene x to beemitted by the model M is omputed as: 9
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∑Tr t = 1αri (t)β
r
i (t)where 0 < i < N, 0 < j < N and Pr = p(xr|M) is the total probability of thesample r from the set E.If the probability density funtion of eah state on the HMM is approximated bya weighted sum of G Gaussian distributions we must nd the unknown parameters
cjg, µjg and Σjg. With this purpose we dene LRjg(t) as the probability that the vetor
xrt ∈ R
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2.2. Theoretial BakgroundIn terms of time omplexity, one iteration of the Baum-Welh algorithm is: O(R|Q|2N).But using a left-to-right HMM the omplexity falls to O(R|Q|N). This algorithm isiterated until some onvergene riterion is reahed.2.2.2 Language Models based on N-gramsLanguage Models (LMs) are used to model text properties like syntax and semantiindependently from morphologial models. They are used in many natural languageappliations suh as speeh reognition, mahine translation or handwritten reog-nition. These models try to apture the properties of a language, and are used topredit the next word in a word sequene. Language models assign probability tosequene of M words w = w1, · · · , wM , whih an be expressed using the hain ruleas



















i−n+1) (2.5)Owing to the fat that, for the rst n−1 words in w, i−n ≤ 0, the Equation ( 2.5)must be written as:
















Chapter 2. Preliminarieswhere C(v) is the number of times that the sequene v has appeared on thetraining sequene w. This is a maximum likelihood (ML) estimate.Sine not all possible n-grams have typially been seen in training, some smoothingmethod must be used to allow for unseen n-grams in the reognition phase. Two mainsmoothing tehniques were used in this work: interpolation and "Bak-o". However,it is not the aim of this master's thesis to develop these tehniques for smoothing,aordingly the reader is referred to [11℄ for an extended overview.
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CHAPTER3
CORPORA AND BASELINE EXPERIMENTS
3.1 IntrodutionIn this hapter, the main features of the dierent orpora that have been used thought-fully on this master's thesis are exposed, along with the results of a rst baselineapproah. The rst one, the GERMANA database [6℄, is an o-line handwritten textmanusript obtained as a result of annotating and digitising a 764-page manusriptentitled "Notíias y Doumentos relativos a Doña Germana de Foix, última reina deAragón", written in Spanish up to page 180 and from there it oexists with Catalan,Frenh, Italian, Latin and German until the end. It was written by Vient Salvador,the Cruïlles' marquis in 1891. It has approximately 21K text lines manually markedand transribed by paleographi experts and in terms of running words it is ompa-rable to other databases.By the other hand, the poliMedia repository [12℄ is a speeh orpus obtained bytransribing 704 video letures from the Universitat Politènia de Valénia, orre-sponding to 115 hours, so as to provide in-domain data set for training, adaptationand internal evaluations in Spanish, within the transLetures projet.3.2 The GERMANA DatabaseAs said, the GERMANA, is an o-line handwritten text manusript obtained as a re-sult of annotating and digitising a 764-page of 1981. GERMANA is not a partiularlydiult task for several reasons. First, it is a single-author manusript on a limited-13
Chapter 3. Corpora and Baseline Experimentsdomain topi. Also, the original manusript was well-preserved and most pages onlyontain nearly alligraphi text written on ruled sheets of well-separated lines. More-over, the manusript omprises about 217K running words from a voabulary of 30Kwhih, apparently, is a reasonable amount of data for single-author handwriting andlanguage modeling.However, text line extration and o-line handwriting reognition on GERMANAis not partiularly easy. It has the typial properties of historial douments thatmake things diult: spots, writing from the verso appearing on the reto, unusualharaters and words, et. Also, the manusripts inludes many notes and appendeddouments. In addition, GERMANA possesses a high language omplexity due tothe appearane of multiple languages.Due to its sequential book struture, it is also well-suited for realisti assessment ofinterative handwriting reognition systems. Moreover, it an be used as well to testapproahes for language identiation and adaptation from single author handwritingas it is used in this masters' thesis.The manusript was arefully sanned by experts from the Valenia Library at300dpi in true olours. Then, the whole manusript was transribed line by line, bypaleographi experts, in aordane with the following transription rules:
• Page and line breaks were opied exatly.
• Blank spae was only used to separate words.
• No spelling mistakes were orreted.
• No ase or aentuation hange was done.
• Puntuation signs were opied as they appeared.
• Words abbreviations were rst opied verbatim, exept for subindies and su-perindies, whih were written in LATEX-like notation as _{sub} and {super}, re-spetively. Then, they were followed by the orresponding word between brak-ets.Also, to failitate language-dependent proessing of the manusript, eah tran-sribed line was manually labelled in aordane with its dominant language. Intable 3.1 on the next page ontains some basi statistis drawn from GERMANA.These statistis were omputed after applying the following preproessing steps inorder to redue the language modeling omplexity:
• Substitution of abbreviations by their orresponding words.
• Conatenation of hyphenated words at line ends with their remainders.
• Isolation of puntuation signs.Note that Spanish part of GERMANA omprises about 17K text lines and 177Krunning words from a lexion of 20K words. It is also worth noting that 56% of the14
3.2. The GERMANA DatabaseLanguage Lines Words Lexion Singletons PerplexityAll 20151 217K 27.1K 57.4% 289.8±17.0Spanish 80.9% 81.4% 19.9K 55.6% 238.1±27.7Catalan 11.8% 12.4% 4.6K 63.2% 112.9±61.6Latin 4.6% 3.8% 3.4K 69.2% 211.1±51.3Frenh 1.3% 1.4% 1.1K 71.1% 88.3±21.0German 1.1% 0.7% 0.6K 52.7% 92.1±29.2Italian 0.3% 0.3% 0.3K 67.3% 63.3±14.4Table 3.1: Basi statistis of GERMANA.words only our one (singletons). Regarding the other, non-Spanish parts, it is learthat it is diult to reliably estimate independent models for them (.f. HMMs and
n-gram language models). In terms of running words, Spanish omprises about 81%of the doument, followed by Catalan (12%) and Latin (4%), while the other threelanguages only aount for less than a 3%. Similar perentages also apply for thenumber of lines. In terms of lexions, it is worth noting that Spanish and, to a lesserextent, Catalan and Latin, have lexions omparable in size to standard databasessuh as IAM [13℄.Also note that the sum of individual lexion sizes (29.9K) is larger than the sizeof the global lexion (27.1K). This is due to presene of words ommon to dierentlanguages, suh as ommon words in Spanish and Catalan. On the other hand,singletons, that is, words ourring only one, aount for most words in eah lexion(55%− 71%). It goes without saying that, as usual, language modelling is a diulttask. To be more preise, in Table 3.1 we have inluded the global perplexity andthe perplexity of eah language, as given by a bigram model on a 10-fold ross-validation experiment. Perplexity is an information theory metri that is typiallyused to evaluate language models. Perplexity an be understood as the mean numberof words that an follow a given word. the lower the perplexity is the lower theomplexity of the language, as there is a lower unertainty.3.2.1 Baseline ExperimentsAs indiated below, GERMANA is a single-author manusript written up to 6 dierentlanguages, but mainly in Spanish, Catalan and Latin. Our main goal is to study theresults of transribing of the whole GERMANA database using a rst baseline systemto be used as baseline in the next hapter. In the baseline system, whih is referred asmonolingual in the following, we assumed that all lines belong to the same language,and thus only require one language model. The image models, HMMs, are also trainedfrom all available transriptions.In our experiments, we simulated the sequential transription proess of GER-MANA. We divided GERMANA into 40 bloks of 500 lines eah. The rst two blokswere fully transribed and an initial system was trained from the rst and adapted inthe seond. This adaptation resulted in HMM models were 64 omponents per Gaus-15
Chapter 3. Corpora and Baseline Experimentssian mixture with 4 states eah, while the language model resulted in an interpolated

















Figure 3.1: WER as a funtion of the bloks lines trained and obtainedreognising the next. Furthermore, WER by language has been inluded forSpanish, Catalan and Latin.As observed, the monolingual system ahieves a nal WER of 45.9. Even though,user interation ould be used to improve the transriptions, this baseline error istoo high to really improve from the manual transription. A further analysis of theresults revealed that, eah time a language appears, the system gets worse. The mainause of this eet is the inrement of out-of-voabulary (OOVs) words, whih arewords that annot be reognised by the system beause they were no present in thetraining. In addition, eah dierent language follows a dierent struture, whih isnot well estimated in a monolingual model. In summary, GERMANA presents two16
3.3. The poliMedia Databasemain problems: Multilinguality and Out-Of-Voabulary words. These two problemswill be treated in the next hapter.3.3 The poliMedia DatabaseReently, an innovative servie for reation and distribution of multimedia eduationalontent has been developed at the Universitat Politènia de Valènia (UPV) underthe name of poliMedia [12℄. Its purpose is to allow UPV professors to reord letureson videos lasting of 10 minutes at most. Video letures are aompanied with time-aligned slides and reorded at speialised studios under ontrolled onditions so asto ensure maximum video and audio quality and homogeneity. For the time being,poliMedia atalogue inludes almost 8000 videos aounting for more than 1000 hoursof letures. Authors retain all intelletual property rights and not all videos arepublily available. More preisely, only about 2000 videos an be aessed freely.poliMedia along with Videoletures.NET a, are the two repositories planned tobe fully transribed in the framework of the European projet transLeturesb. Tothis purpose, 704 video letures in Spanish orresponding to 115 hours were manuallytransribed using the tool Transriber [16℄, so as to provide in-domain data sets fortraining, adaptation and internal evaluations in the transLetures projet. Thesetransribed video letures were seleted aording to the open aess permissionsgranted by the authors, whih guarantees that the orpus an be used by the researhommunity beyond the sope of the transLetures projet.Most of the transribed videos were annotated with its orresponding speaker,topi and keywords. More preisely, 94% of the videos were assigned a topi and 83%were desribed with keywords. However, these topis and keywords were not derivedfrom a thesaurus, suh as EuroVo.3.3.1 Baseline ExperimentsIn this setion, we desribed the rst baseline experiments to assess the availabilityof ASR tasks. We divided the poliMedia orpora in three speaker-independent parti-tions: training, development and test. The statistis of this partition an be found inTable 3.2. Topis inluded in development and test sets range from art studies suhas marketing or law, to tehnial studies suh as hemistry or statistis. On the otherhand, this topis are also inluded in the training set among many other ones, hene,this partitions is not topi independent.To arry out the baseline experiments, the RWTH ASR [17℄ software was used foraousti modeling and SRILM [15℄ for language model training. First, The baselinesystem, inluding aousti, lexion and language models was trained on the trainingset. Then, system parameters were adapted in terms of WER on the developmentset. Aousti models were trained using triphones beause it is well known that theyoutperforms monophonemes due to its ontext knowledge. Triphoneme models wereahttp://videoletures.netbhttp://transletures.eu 17
Chapter 3. Corpora and Baseline ExperimentsTraining Development TestVideos 655 26 23Speakers 88 6 5Hours 117.6 3.8 3.5Sentenes 39K 1.4K 1.1KVoabulary 27K 4.5K 4KRunning Words 948K 34K 28KOOVs - 4.7% 5.3%PPLs - 212 221Table 3.2: Basi statistis on the poliMedia partition.inferred using onventional CART model using 2001 leaves. System adaptation onthe development set resulted in a aousti mode, in whih eah HMMs has 5 statewith no loop-bak, and eah of the emits a Gaussian of 29 omponents. The bestlanguage model aording to the system adaptation is an interpolated trigram modelwith Kneser-Ney disount.The result obtained with these parameters, and adapting on the development setwas 00 in terms of WER. It will be disussed how to improve this result, by means ofspeaker adaptation suh as Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) in thefollowing hapters.
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CHAPTER4
ADAPTATION ON HANDWRITTEN TEXT
RECOGNITION OF MULTILINGUAL DOCUMENTS
4.1 IntrodutionAs shown in the previous hapter, HTR has gained muh interest nowadays. Thereason is that there are large volumes of old handwritten douments that need to betransribed in order to preserve and quikly aess the ontents. The problem is that,even in state-of-the-art douments [3℄, automati transription are still far from per-fet. In the previous hapter, we performed an HTR experiment on the GERMANAdatabase, whih orresponds to a single-author handwritten text douments of 1891.From the results, we observed that quality of automati transriptions was quite low.This was mainly aused by two important features of GERMANA: multilingualityand out-of-voabulary (OOV) words.In this hapter, we introdue some improvements in order to solve the ommentedproblems. First, as new supervised words are generated after the reognition of eahblok, we studied the adaptation of some reognition parameters dealing with thelanguage model. Next, we onsider the multilinguality of the doument by performinga language-dependent approah. In this approah, we also developed a method forautomatially lassifying the language of a line, as it is required to reognise it with itsorresponding language dependent system. Finally, the OOVs problem is approahedby means of building a harater-based model, rather than the typial word-basedmodels. 19






log p(x|w) + log p(w)
≈ argmax
w
log p(x|w) + α · log p(w) + βwhere α is the GSF and β is the WIP.As said, the main idea of this adaptation is nding the parameter ombination thatminimizes the WER on the last supervised blok, onsidering that two onseutivebloks may share ommon harateristis.4.2.1 ExperimentsIn this experiment, we follow the same proess introdued in Se. 3. The GERMANAdatabase was divided into 40 bloks of 500 lines eah. The rst two bloks werealready transribed from whih an initial system was trained and adapted. Then,from blok 2 to 40, eah blok is reognised, evaluated in terms of WER, supervised,added to the training set, and nally the system is re-trained from all supervisedblok so far. However, in this experiment, reognition parameters are adapted on thelast supervised blok. For the shake of larity gure 4.1 is presented. As observed,adaptation on the last added blok is based on the idea that two onseutive bloksmight share more similar struture, writing or style than two separate bloks.Results in terms of WER for eah individual blok are presented in Fig. 4.2. In thisgure, the previous Baseline approah, in whih no adaptation is used, is omparedwith the urrent system, whih is Adapted on the last blok. As observed, theadapted system works slightly better than the non-adapted until blok 14 when the20
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Figure 4.3: Bottom: WER on all reognised blok so far obtained as afuntion of the trained bloks for adapted and baseline systems. Top: WERinrement between both systems.
4.3. Multilingual System4.3 Multilingual SystemIn this setion, we deal with the problem of the multilinguality in GERMANA. Eventhough the book is written by a single author, we an take advantage of treating eahlanguage separately. As it is written by a single-author, an image model an be sharedbetween languages. However, sine eah language holds its own voabulary, they willdier on its lexion and even the language model due to its dierent sentene struture.Language-dependent models are likely to better model the language than a global one.However, eah language-dependent model will be orretly estimated if suient datais available. In addition, the training ost of multiple language-dependent reogniserompared to a single monolingual model has also to be onsidered.Therefore, our main target is to sequentially transribe all the GERMANA as itwas performed in previous experiment, but, taking into aount the language labelof eah sentene. In the urrent approah, before a line is reognised, its languagehas to be known in order to reognise it with its orresponding language-dependentreogniser. In the rst set of experiment, we onsider that the user speies theorret language. In the seond set of experiments, the language is deteted using alanguage identiation algorithm.4.3.1 ExperimentsAs mentioned, these experiments are aimed at eluidating the suitability of trainingindependent models for eah language. In this rst experiment, the language label isknown, thus we will obtain the best possible results in a multilingual approah. It isworth noting that this system also employs the adaptation method disussed in theprevious setion, adapting GSF and WIP on the last blok shown, and also dependingon the language.In Fig. 4.4, we ompare the reognition results from the monolingual and multilin-gual system, when language lass of eah line is known. Results are evaluated in termof WER on reognised bloks so far. As observed, the multilingual approah slightlyimprove the results. Even though there is not a signiant enhanement, we thinkthat in other multilingual books it ould be greater. It must be taken into aount thefat that GERMANA onsist of 6 dierent languages arranged in a very inequitableproportion. This leads to a very poor reognition results in languages whose ontentis not enough to reliably estimate its models, for example German or Italian. For adetailed analysis of this results, the interested reader is referred to [18℄.In the following setion, it will be studied three dierent tehniques to predit thelanguage label of a given sentene and will be ompared in terms of WER and IER(Identiation Error Rate).4.4 Language IdentiationAs stated above, in a multilingual ontext it beomes neessary to dene a tehniquefor language identiation. 23
































Figure 4.4: Bottom: Aumulated WER omparison between the adaptedmonolingual system and the adapted multilingual as a funtion of the blokslines trained. Top: WER dierene between both systems.4.4.1 Probabilisti FrameworkThe Probabilisti Framework will be presented supposing the ase of word-basedlanguage models. Let t be the number of the urrent text line image to be transribed,and let xt be its orresponding sequene of feature vetors. The task of our system is topredit for eah text line image rst its language label, lt, and then its transription,
wt. We assume that all preeding lines have been already annotated in terms oflanguage labels, lt−11 , and transriptions, wt−11 .By appliation of the Bayes deision rule, the minimum-error system preditionfor lt is:
l∗t (xt, l
t−1
1 ) = argmax
l̃t







1 ) p(xt | l̃t) (4.1)where in Eq. (4.1), it is assumed that xt is onditionally independent of all preedinglanguage labels, lt−11 , given the urrent line language label, l̃t. For the term p(xt | l̃t),we marginalise over all possible word-based transriptions for language lt, that is,
W (l̃t). 24
4.4. Language Identiation
p(xt | l̃t) =
∑
w̃t∈W (l̃t)
p(w̃t | l̃t) p(xt | l̃t, w̃t) (4.2)
≈ max
w̃t∈W (l̃t)
p(w̃t | l̃t) p(xt | l̃t, w̃t). (4.3)Eq. (4.3), the Viterbi (maximum) approximation to the sum in Eq. (4.2), is appliedto only onsider the most likely transription.The deision rule (4.1) requires a language identiation model for p(l̃t | lt−11 ) and,for eah possible language l̃t, a l̃t-dependent word-based language model for p(w̃t | l̃t)and a l̃t-dependent image model for p(xl | l̃t, w̃t). As done in language modelingfor monolingual douments, the language models in the multilingual ase, both foridentiation and transription, an be implemented in terms of n-gram languagemodels [19℄. Those for language-dependent transription an be implemented as usualin the monolingual ase though, in our ase, eah language l̃t will have its own n-gramlanguage model, trained only from available transriptions labeled with l̃t. Regardingthe n-gram language identiation model, p(l̃t | lt−11 ), as ommented below we proposeand ompare three rather simple tehniques:1. A bigram model estimated by relative frequeny ounts:
p̂(l̃t | lt−1) =
N(lt−1 l̃t)
N(lt−1)
(4.4)2. A unigram model also estimated by relative frequeny ounts:
p̂(l̃t | lt−1) =
N(l̃t)
t− 1
(4.5)3. And a opy the preeding label (CPL) bigram model:
p̂(l̃t | lt−1) =
{
1 l̃t = lt−1
0 l̃t 6= lt−1
(4.6)where N(·) denotes the number of ourrenes of a given event in the preedinglines, suh as the bigram lt−1 l̃t or the unigram l̃t. Note that (4.4) and, espeially (4.6),assume that onseutive text lines are usually written in the same language. This isnot neessarily true though, in this kind of manusripts (appliations) we have inmind (e.g GERMANA), it is a reasonable assumption.Also as in the monolingual ase, the image models for the dierent languages an beimplemented in terms of harater HMMs [19℄. Moreover, if only a single sript is usedfor all the languages onsidered (e.g. Latin), then a single, shared image model for allof them might produe better reognition results than a separate, independent modelfor eah language. Clearly, this an be partiularly true for infrequent languages.25
Chapter 4. Adaptation on Handwritten Text Reognition of Multilingual DoumentsFinally, it is often useful in pratie to introdue saling parameters in the deisionrule so as to empirially adjust the ontribution of the dierent models involved. Inour ase, the deision rule given in Eq. (4.1) an be rewritten as
l∗t (xt, l
t−1

























Figure 4.5: WER in GERMANA as a funtion of the number of reognizedlines. IER (absolute) IER (%)Language Lines 2-gram 1-gram CPL 2-gram 1-gram CPLAll 19500 1290 2183 488 6.6 11.2 2.5Spanish 15725 243 312 224 1.5 2.0 1.4Catalan 2414 534 1136 181 22.1 47.1 7.5Latin 951 255 409 49 26.8 43.0 5.2Frenh 266 116 182 31 43.6 68.4 11.7German 76 74 76 2 97.4 100.0 2.6Italian 68 68 68 1 100.0 100.0 1.5Table 4.1: Identiation Error Rate (IER) on GERMANA for the tehniquesproposed.From the results in Table 4.1, it beomes lear that the simplest tehnique, CPL,is also the most aurate. It ahieves an IER of 2.5%, that is, on average, only 3identied labels out of 100 need to be orreted by the user. In ontrast, the 1-gramand 2-gram tehniques learly fail in identifying languages other than Spanish. Thismight be due to the fat that saling parameters were adapted to minimize the WERinstead of the IER and, indeed, these tehniques provided better results than CPL interms of WER. 27
Chapter 4. Adaptation on Handwritten Text Reognition of Multilingual Douments4.5 Dealing with OOVs: Charater-based approahPrevious results exploiting multilinguality on the GERMANA database proved thebenets of expliitly modelling language identiation at the line level in a intera-tive transription senario .However, these results are far from allowing an eetiveinterative transription. In that work, the supervision eort would be exessivelyhigh, and the user might prefer to ignore the automatially generated output andtransribe the manusript from srath. An error analysis revealed that most of theseerrors were due to out-of-voabulary (OOV) words. In fat, 53% to 71% of the wordsin the GERMANA database are singletons, words ourring only one in the lexi-on of eah language. Another important problem was the sare resoures availablefor some languages in the GERMANA database, so as to train their orrespondingword-based language models.The treatment of OOV words is an open problem in dierent areas of NLP. Inspeeh reognition, whih is losely related to handwritten text reognition as far asmodelisation is onerned, notable eorts has been deployed over the last deadesto deal with OOV words. In [20℄, the original lexion is extended with words fromexternal resoures that are represented as a sequene of haraters (graphemes, tobe more preise) onverted into phonemes. In [21℄, several sub-word based methodsfor spoken term detetion task and phone reognition are presented to searh OOVwords. Phone and multigram-based systems provide similar performane on the phonereognition task, superseding the standard word-based system.Regarding handwriting text reognition, the authors in [22℄ ompared the per-formane of a onventional word-based language model to that of a harater-basedlanguage model in the ontext of a German oine handwritten text reognition task.However, harater-based language models were not superior to their word-basedounterparts. A hybrid approah between a standard harater-based n-gram lan-guage model and a harater-based onnetionist language model is proposed in [23℄,whih obtain similar results to word-based systems on the IAM orpus [13℄.To the best of our knowledge, harater-based language models has not been ableso far to supersede word-based language models in handwritten text reognition. Ourhypothesis is that tasks takled in previous work did not ontain a signiant numberof OOV words ompared to the gures of the GERMANA databasea. In GERMANA,the problem of OOV words is aggravated by its multilingual nature, sine the preseneof languages suh as Latin, Frenh, German and Italian is less than 4% of the totalnumber of words. Therefore, the estimation of word-based language models is notablypoor, and it is neessary to fall bak to adequate harater-based language models.Our main objetive is to study the use of harater-based models in GERMANA.As it has been said, the utilization of harater-based models is motivated by twomain features of GERMANA: the high number of OOVs, and the resoure sarity totrain robust word language models. In addition, we analyze the performane of thelanguage identiation tehniques presented in previous setion.aFor example, the IAM orpus only ontains about 7% of OOV words.28
4.5. Dealing with OOVs: Charater-based approahSystem CPL Unigram BigramCharater-based 2.5 14.2 4.0Word-based 15.9 5.0Table 4.2: Language identiation results on GERMANA4.5.1 ExperimentsAs in the rest of the experiments, we followed an interative transription framework,where the user supervises the output of a system, whih is ontinuously retrained.To this purpose, we divided GERMANA in bloks of 500 lines, numbered from 1 to
40. First, bloks number 1 and 2 were fully transribed and used to build an initialsystem and tune the training and reognition parameters. Training parameters, suhas number of mixture omponents and states per HMM, remains unhanged in allexperiments. It is worth noting that, in harater-based models, the optimisationof the language model results in a 9-gram, instead of the 2-gram model of the word-based approah. Then, starting from blok number 2 to the last. First, the language ofeah is identied (if needed) and its transriptions is reognised by the orrespondinglanguage dependent system. Next, its transription and language label is supervised.Finally, after a full new blok is supervised, the system is re-trained from all supervisedbloks and adapted on the last supervised blok. It must be noted that, HMMs imagemodeling is arried out by the RWTH ASR toolkit [24℄ and language modeling bySRILM toolkit [15℄. This software hange is due to the fat that HTK annot handle
n-grams over order 2.We performed two dierent sets of experiments on the desribed framework. Theobjetive of the rst set was to study the performane of the language identiationmethods proposed. On other hand, the objetive of the seond set was to study thetransription auray of the system when using eah dierent language identiationmethod.In the rst set of experiments, we ompared the three dierent approahes forlanguage identiation presented in Se. 4.4 but using a harater-based system. Weperformed the interative transription of GERMANA using desribed framework foreah of the approahes. Eah time a blok is reognised, we measured the numberof errors ommitted by the language identiation method used. It must be notedthat, in this set of experiments, reognition parameters were tuned to minimise thenumber of language identiation errors. Table 4.2 shows the results in terms oflanguage identiation error-rate (IER) for the whole doument. We also inludedthe results on the same framework of the word-based approah presented in previoussetion.From the results in Table 4.2, it an be observed that CPL ahieved the best per-formane. CPL took fully advantage of doument sequentially and it only ommittederrors when the language hanged from line to line, whih only ours a few times inGERMANA. In both, harater and word based systems, the bigram approah tunedits parameters to ignore the language dependent reogniser probability and it fores29
Chapter 4. Adaptation on Handwritten Text Reognition of Multilingual Doumentsthe system to only relay on the language model probability of language labels. In thisase, the bigram approah identies the language only using the bigram probability.However, the bigram approah only adapts its parameters eah time a blok is su-pervised, and thus, it fails to identify all lines of a language when it appears the rsttime in the transription proess. On the other hand, the harater-based unigramapproah ahieved slightly better results than its word-based version.In the seond set of experiments, we ompared ve dierent approahes in termsof Word Error Rate (WER) on reognised transriptions. WER is dened as theratio between the minimum number of editing operations to onvert the reognisedwords into the referene, and the number of referene words. In the rst approah,we built a monolingual system, where we assume all lines to belong to the samelanguage. This approah is onsidered the baseline, as language identiation stepis not needed and it is the simplest approximation to the problem. Next, motivatedfrom the results of the previous setion, we also built the same four dierent languagedependent systems supervised, CPL, bigram, and unigram. It must be noted that, inthis ase, all approahes adapted their parameters to optimize the WER on last blok.As the unigram and bigram approahes an be optimized for WER or IER, we alsoompared the results of both optimizations when transribing, as the transriptionsprodues are dierent. The results are represented in Fig. 4.6, in terms of WER ofthe reognized text up to the urrent line.On the ontrary, as it happened in setion 4.4 on page 23, all multilingual systemsahieved worse results than the monolingual system. However, even though there isnot signiant dierene between the three best approahes, as orroborated by abootstrap evaluation [25℄; the monolingual approah is onsidered the best as it iseasier to build and it does not need a language identiation step in reognition. Inerror mean terms, even in the supervised approah, where the language is given, theuse of language dependent reognizers ould not outmath the monolingual approah.The main ause of the monolingual performane is produed by the origin of alllanguages but German in GERMANA. Most languages in this doument are Romanelanguages, whih ome from the same original language, sharing a ommon underlyinglanguage struture. For instane, the lexeme of many words an be orretly estimatedfrom the Spanish part in order to reognise other similar romane languages, suh asCatalan. In fat, the main responsible of the monolingual result is the high order(9-grams) harater-based language model, whih was able to estimate the ommonlexeme struture of all romane languages.In language dependent approahes, it an be observed that, even though bothsupervised and CPL approahes ahieved the best transription results, the systemperformane did not always depend on the language identiation performane. Onone hand, there is not always a diret relationship between IER and WER. For in-stane, the unigram and bigram IER optimised approahes ahieved a IER of 14.2and 4.0, respetively, while the WER results were 28.36 and 27.57. On the otherhand, as observed from the dierene between the dierent optimizations of unigramand bigram approahes, a system with a worse IER an obtain a better WER results.For example, the bigram WER optimised approah obtained 26.34 of WER from aIER of 8.5, while optimising the IER on the same approah ahieved 27.57 of WER30

















Figure 4.6: WER in GERMANA as a funtion of the number of reognizedlines for the monolingual and language-dependent approahes. Results arepresented from line 3500, in whih a dierent language apart from Spanishappears.from a IER of 4. These results orroborate our previous onlusions, in whih weobserved that a language is better reognised using a dierent language dependentreogniser. However, as said, the monolingual approah ahieved better reognitionresults beause the improvement from better estimated languages is already inludedin the harater-based language model.In terms of transription performane, in our previous work [26℄, we also dealt withthe omplete transription of GERMANA, but using word-based models. In that ase,the monolingual approah obtained 44.39% of WER, however, in this work the sameapproah obtains 25.19%. These improvement is aused by two fators. On one hand,the RWTH reogniser improved the results due to a new feature extration method.On the other hand, further error analysis revealed that, as expeted, most of thisimprovement is due to the orret reognition of OOVs words, and puntuation signs.In Figure 4.7, we an observe the performane of both models in the reognition of aline, onretely, in this example, word-based errors (estado, Viuda, and reejasen)oured due to OOVs words (itado, Vidal, and reeja). On the other hand,puntuation signs (, after Vidal and Reina), are suessfully reognized in theharater-based approah, whereas, the word-based approah failed to reognize thissigns due to its sarity in the training dataset.31
ImageCharater-based invirtieron al itado Vidal, dirijida á la Reina, reeja lasWord-based invirtieron al estado Viuda dirijida á la Reina reejasenFigure 4.7: Comparison of word-based and harater-based reognition.
CHAPTER5
ADAPTATION ON SPEECH RECOGNITION
5.1 IntrodutionNowadays the aess to information is beoming an inreasing hallenge. Automatisearh engines have made possible the instant aess to large amounts of informationobtained from very dierent ontexts. Until now, we have talked about data beomingfrom old handwritten text douments and the need of annotating them to allowingits indexing and ease the aess through digital libraries. But there are many othersoures that need an annotation proess in order to failitate its searh and dissemi-nation, it is the ase of videos. More speially in the ase in question, for the samereason a doument needed to be transribed, a video should be transribed to allowits video indexing as well as its in-video ontent. Transription of videos is an im-portant time-onsuming that is being arried out by universities whih are urrentlyreording letures and storing them for posterior referene.To redue this eort, automati speeh reognition (ASR) tehniques will havea major role. The objet of ASR is to apture an aousti signal representative ofspeeh and determine the words that were spoken. In this hapter, our objetive isto transribe the previously presented poliMedia database obtaining the best possibleresults. In setion 4, we tried to take advantage of the multilinguality feature ofGERMANA, and we onluded that treating eah language separately was the bestoption beause of a better model adaptation. However, the results were only slightlybetter due to there was not enough data to train reliably models.In ASR, instead of dening language-dependent systems, we ould dene speaker-dependent systems. Several studies have proved [27℄ that speaker-dependent (SD)33
Chapter 5. Adaptation on Speeh Reognitionsystems are typially performing, in terms of WER, from two to three times betterthan their equivalent speaker-independent (SI) ounterparts. Sine a large amount ofspeaker-spei data is needed for training SD, SI adaptation tehniques must be ap-plied. Thus, in this hapter a baseline system without adaptation will be dened andompared to an adapted system, trained with the well-known Maximum LikelihoodLinear Regression (MLLR) transform.
5.2 Baseline systemThe baseline system has been trained with the RWTH ASR [17℄ toolkit, along withthe SRILM [15℄ toolkit. The RWTH ASR toolkit inludes state-of-the-art speehreognition tehnology for aousti model training. It also inludes speaker adapta-tion, speaker adaptive training, unsupervised training, a nite state automata library,and an eient tree searh deoder. SRILM toolkit is a widespread language mod-eling toolkit whih have been applied to many dierent natural language proessingappliations. Reognition is also arried out by the RWTH ASR toolkit.Audio data was extrated from videos and preproessed to extrat the normalizedaousti features obtaining the Mel-frequeny epstral oeients (MFCCs). Then,triphoneme aousti models based on a prebuilt CART tree were trained using thetraining set, adjusting parameters suh as number of states, the number of Gaussianomponents, number of CART leaves, et. on the development set. The lexionmodel was obtained in the usual manner by applying a phoneti transliteration tothe training voabulary. Thereafter, an n-gram language model was trained on thetransribed text after ltering out unwanted symbols suh as puntuation marks,silene annotations and so on.Finally, as it has been proved in [28℄, in order to enrih the language model, wehave added an external resoure in the language model estimation. More speially,the nal language model is the result of linearly ombining an in-domain languagemodel (training of poliMedia), with an external large out-domain language modelomputed on the Google N-Gram orpus [29℄. To estimate the trade-o between suhmodels, a λ parameter has been optimised so as to minimise the perplexity on thedevelopment set. It goes without saying that the lexion has been extended to 50000most frequent words present in Google N-Gram, in order to alleviate the OOV wordsappearane.Aording to the partition of poliMedia established in 3 on page 13, the nalresults, in terms of WER, an be observed in the table 5.1. As expeted, the extendedlanguage model works better than the rst one due to its larger lexion (less OOVs)and to its more preise probabilities estimation. It is worth emphasizing that theextended system will be referred as the baseline system, as well as the languagemodel will be the same for the rest of the experiments.34
5.3. MLLR AdaptationSystem WERpoliMedia 46.3poliMedia + Google N -grams 39.8Table 5.1: Comparison between in-domain system versus in-domain extendedwith Google N-grams.5.3 MLLR AdaptationIn order to improve the proposed baseline, we onsider an MLLR adaptation. Adap-tation tehniques fall into two main ategories: Speaker normalization in whih theinput speeh is normalized to math the speaker that the system is trained to model,and model adaptation tehniques in whih the parameters of the model set are ad-justed to improve the modelling of the new speaker. An important issue with bothapproahes is its eetive operation with a limited amount of adaptation data. For asystem with a large number of models and a small amount of adaptation data, somemodels will not be observed in the data. On the other hand, adaptation tehniquesonly update the parameters of models whih are observed in the adaptation data [30℄.MLLR model adaptation uses a set of regression-based transforms to tune theHMM mean parameters to the new speaker. Eah of the transformations is appliedto a number of HMM mean parameters and estimated from the orresponding data.Using this sharing of transformations and data, the method an produe improvementswith small amounts of adaptation data. If only a small amount of adaptation data ispresented, a global transform is used for all models in the system; and if more data isavailable, the number of transforms is inreased. This ensures that all model statesan be adapted even if no model-spei data is available. For further information,please refer to [31℄.5.3.1 Probabilisti FrameworkThe main idea is to apply a transformation matrix W to the Gaussian means on thestate HMMs. For a spei Gaussian s, the transformation matrix Ws is applied inthis way:
µ̂s = Ws · µs + ws (5.1)where
• µs is the mean of the Gaussian s.
• ws is the oset vetor for s.
• µ̂s os the new mean for s.For the shake of larity, oset vetor is introdued into mean vetor: µ̃s = [ws : µs]
˜̂µs = W̃s · µ̃s (5.2)35
Chapter 5. Adaptation on Speeh ReognitionMLLR estimates the regression matries Ws that maximises the likelihood of onan adaptation set. The derivation of the MLLR estimate is not the aim of the presentmasters' thesis, but the reader is referred to [31℄ for further details.When regression matries are tied aross mixtures omponents, eah matrix isassoiated with many mixture omponents. This is ahieved by dening a set ofregression lasses where eah lass ontains all the mixture omponents assoiatedwith the same regression matrix.In the tied approah, in order to be eetive, it is desirable to onsider an equiv-alene lass for all the mixture omponents that use similar transforms. However,sine we have no a prior knowledge of the transforms, the mixture omponents willbe ompared using the likelihood as a measure.5.3.2 ExperimentsOur experiments objetive is to study the improvement ahieved by means of theMLLR transformation. The software used has been the RWTH ASR [17℄ toolkit,whih is a state-of-the-art speeh reognition that inlude utilities for speaker adap-tation (suh as MLLR).We have arried out an unsupervised adaptation by rstly training a speaker-independent system with only the training set. Seondly, it was adapted on thedevelopment set in terms of WER, by trying dierent values of GSF and WIP pa-rameters. Then a rst reognition of the test set performed, whose result was ouradaptation target.In the next step, target lasses within the test has to be onsidered, but the ref-erene, and thus, the speakers are unknown. Instead of speaker-oriented adaptation,we have onsidered dierent lasses by lustering the segments obtained in the rstpass reognition. This segment lustering was performed by means of a bottom-uplustering, whih used the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) as the stop rite-rion. As a result, target lasses were obtained for the MLLR adaption. For the sakeof larity, we enumerate the steps of the desribed proess:1. Train with the whole Training set.2. Adapt reognition parameters on Development.3. First pass reognition of Test.4. Segment lustering.5. Estimate adaptation matries depending on the speied number of regressionlasses.6. Apply the transformation matries in a seond pass reognition.Finally, the number of regression lasses (sets of Gaussian whih shares a ommontransformation matrixWc) were set automatially by speifying the minimum numberof observations for eah lass. Thus, the experiments reported below ompare theWER performane of a non-adapted (baseline) system and an adapted with MLLR:36
5.3. MLLR AdaptationSystem WERBaseline 39.8MLLR 33.9Table 5.2: Comparison between non-adapted and adapted systemsAs it an be observed in table 5.2, thanks to the MLLR adaptation a redution of





6.1 IntrodutionMatterhorn is a free, open-soure platform to support the management of eduationalaudio and video ontent. Institutions will use Matterhorn to produe leture reord-ings, manage existing video, serve designated distribution hannels, and provide userinterfaes to engage students with eduational videos.The main idea of this hapter, is to integrate a speeh reognition system as wellas other tools developed within the framework of the transLetures projet into Mat-terhorn, so as to enable real-life evaluation. In what follows, after a brief desriptionof the Openast Community and the Matterhorn projet, we provide some tehnialdetails about Matterhorn infrastruture, its development, arhiteture and servies.6.2 Openast Community and the Matterhorn projetDriven by the development of "pod-asting" tehnology, the inreased quantity, qual-ity and use of leture reording have highlighted video management as a strategiimperative for universities in years to ome. Founded in 2007, the Openast Com-munity is a global ommunity addressing all faets of this domain, thus providing aframework for institutions to look for guidane, best pratie and exhange of expe-riene. It is open to all interested institutions and individuals inluding ommerialproviders. Its mailing list and ommuniations infrastruture have enouraged theirlong-term ooperation and oordination and, indeed, over 300 organisations have al-39
Chapter 6. Matterhornready expressed interest in Openast and more than 600 people have joined its mailinglist. The Openast Community also supports and guides a number of projets withthe overall goal of failitating and further developing the management of audiovisualontent.In 2008, the ore of the Openast Community onsisted mainly of Universitiesthat were already implementing their own video letures broadasting system. Nev-ertheless, the evaluation of these solutions and the disussions onduted within theframework of the Openast Community had shown that none of the systems presentedwas able to fulll the needs of at diverse international universities. Taking advantageof this irumstane, the Openast ommunity launhed its rst projet: Matterhorn.Matterhorn is a ollaboration between North Amerian and European institutions,funded in part by The Andrew W. Mellon and The William and Flora Hewlett foun-dations. The following 12 institutions onstitute the "Matterhorn Partners" and alsoomprise the primary membership of the transLetures onsortium through Knowl-edge for All Foundation (K4A): UC Berkeley, ETH Zurih, University of Nebraska-Linoln, University of Osnabrük, Northwestern University, Indiana University, Uni-versity of Vigo, University of Catalonia, University of Saskathewan, University ofCopenhagen, University of Toronto, and Jozef Stefan Institute (JSI). As a matter ofpriniple, the Matterhorn projet is open for ollaboration with any interested per-sons and institutions. The projet's governane model of "meritoray" means thatthe role and inuene of the partiipating institutions are prediated exlusively ontheir ontributions. Key aess points are the projet's mailing lista, wiki and issuetrakerb, ode repository and publi virtual meetings that are reorded and dou-mented.6.3 Matterhorn InfrastrutureMatterhorn provides a framework of servies around the management of aademivideo that institutions an ustomise to meet their individual needs. Its arhiteturaldesign and software priniples allow for it to support transLetures tools. Fig. 6.1shows a diagram of the Matterhorn arhiteture whih inludes its main omponentsand dependenies among them.Matterhorn is an open soure; this means that the produt is fully based on opensoure produts. The members of the Openast Community have seleted Java asprogramming language to reate the neessary appliations and a Servie-OrientedArhiteture (SOA) infrastruture. The overall appliation design is highly modu-larised and relies on the OSGI (dynami module system for Java) tehnology. TheOSGI servie platform provides a standardised, omponent-oriented omputing en-vironment for ooperating network servies. Matterhorn is as exible and open aspossible and further extensions should not inrease the overall omplexity of build-ing, maintaining and deploying the nal produt. To minimise the oupling of theomponents and third party produts in the Matterhorn system, the OSGI tehnol-amatterhorn-usersopenastprojet.orgbhttp://openast.jira.om 40
6.4. Contribution to Matterhornogy provides a servie-oriented arhiteture that enables the system to dynamiallydisover servies for ollaboration.In Fig 6.2 it is exposed the workow of Matterhorn and for further details itspoints are desribed below:1. Prepare & Capture. At the beginning of the reording proess it must bedetermined what is to be reorded, where and what form. Matterhorn is opento both the learning management systems and administrative data bases so asto setting the Campus data and allowing the system to automatially shedulereordings.2. Proess. At the end of the reording the traks are sent to an "inbox" tobe proessed. The inbox also serves as "ingest" for other video objets to beintegrated in the subsequent work ows of Matterhorn. The dierent reordingtraks (audio, ontent, video) are bundled to a media pakage, ontent-indexed(at rst through optial harater reognition of the slide, later ertainly throughaudio reognition also) and if neessary arhived in the most native formats.They are enoded aording to the speied distribution parameters.3. Distribute. The distribution module opes not only with the heterogeneousdistribution formats (RSS, Atom, Web servie interfaes), but also with thereording formats speied at the beginning whih are transmitted in homo-geneous form to external servies and platforms. In addition, the distributionhannel re-transmits the information neessary for statistial analysis and userdata .4. Engage. This module is losely linked to the distribute module sine it mustalso manage presentation and use of the objets.To make sure that the produedmaterial will be used, Matterhorn video and audio player omponents are easilyintegrated in existing ourse websites, wikis, and blog systems. In this module,barrier-free aessibility is more than a ath phrase; omponents are designedto support aptions, sreen readers and keyboard navigation. The possibility ofintegrating existing appliations in Matterhorn is one of the its main properties.Taking advantage of this feature, it will be presented in this master's thesis anappliation demonstrating how would work the integration of an interativespeeh reognition system.6.4 Contribution to MatterhornThe main target in transLetures is to develop tools and models for the Matterhornplatform that an obtain aurate transriptions by intelligent interation with users.For that reason, an HTML5 media player prototype has been built in order to pro-vide a user interfae to enable interative edition and display of video transriptions(Fig. 6.3). This prototype oers a main page where available poliMedia Videole-tures are listed aording to some riteria suh as author or topi. Automati videotransriptions are obtained from the ASR system when playing a partiular video.41
Chapter 6. MatterhornSine automati transriptions are far from not being in need of supervision, aninterative transription editor failitates user interation to improve transriptionquality. However, as users may have dierent roles while wathing a video, the playeroers two working environments depending on the user funtion: simple user or ol-laborative viewer.Simple users will have a very restrited player whih only allow them to assessthe transription quality. On the other hand, ollaborative users may provide riherfeedbak to orret transriptions. As shown in Figure 6.3, ollaborative users havean edit transription button available on the player ontrol bar that enables the tran-sription editor panel. The editor panel is situated next to the video. It basiallyontains the transription text, whih is shown synhronously with the video play-bak. Cliking on a transription word or sentene enables the interative ontentmodiation. User orretions are sent to the speeh reognition module through aweb servie, so orretions are proessed and new transription hypothesis are oeredbak to the user.The urrent working HTML5 prototype is a proof-of-onept version that workswith pre-loaded transriptions, however the version urrently being developed om-muniates with the ASR system through a web servie implemented for that purpose.The next step is to integrate the developed interative ASR system into the Matter-horn infrastruture. There are many dierent approahes to perform this integration.Our proposal lets an external system manage all the transriptions, so there will notbe neessary neither to add nor store them in any way into the urrent Matterhornsystemd.Moreover it is neessary to dene a new Matterhorn workow operation to transferthe audio data of the new media to the ASR system through a REST servie, so asto obtain automati transriptions for every reording uploaded to the Matterhornplatform. This task will involve the implementation of a new Matterhorn servie.And nally, the Matterhorn Engage Player must be replaed or adapted to enabletransription edition. The player must obtain and transmit every transription-relatedinformation through the REST Web Servie in a similar way as the HTML5 proto-type did. Here the main problem is the addition of new features to the Flash-basedMatterhorn player, sine it is not straightforward to implement the transriptionfuntionalities provided by the HTML5-based player. The proposed solution is to usean alternative open-soure Matterhorn engage player based on HTML5 alled PaellaEngage Player e.
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Figure 6.1: Matterhorn arhiteture
Figure 6.2: Phases of the Matterhorn Workow




There are large amounts of information being ontinuously generated and stored.However, information have to be ompletely annotated in order to enable its ontentsearh by searh engines. The problem is that some of these resoures are hardand expensive to annotate. An example of suh resoures are old handwritten textdouments and videos. Both are dierent, but the theoretial bakground of itsautomati annotation is shared.This work has ontributed to improve the reognition performane of old textdouments with a multilingual nature. More onretely, the ontributions in this areahas been the following:Language adaptation on the transription of handwritten text doumentsA speially appealing ase is the transription of multilingual douments, suhas GERMANA [6℄, in whih up to six dierent languages appear. In this task,the oexistene of languages diulties the task, as it greatly inreases the lan-guage omplexity. In this work, we have dealt with this problem by developinga language-dependent approah, in whih a dierent system is trained for eahlanguage. Conretely, we presented two dierent ontributions. First, we de-sribed the implementation of a language identiation method, in order todetet the language of an untransribe line and orretly swith its orrespond-ing language dependent HTR system. Last, we studied the adaption of tuningvariables on the dierent language dependent reogniser. These ontributionsled to two publiations on two international onferene ranked as C, aordingto the CORE: 47
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• M. A. del Agua, N. Serrano and A. Juan. Language Identiation forInterative Handwriting Transription of Multilingual Douments. In Pro.of the 5th Iberian Conferene on Pattern Reognition and Image Analysis(IbPRIA 2011), pp 596603. Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (Spain). 2011.
• M. A. del Agua, N. Serrano, J. Civera and A. Juan. Charater-basedMultilingual Handwriting Reognition . In Pro. of IBERSPEECH 2012.Madrid (Spain). 2012As a future work, it an be improved the reognition of the multilingual systemby ombining linearly the language models from eah language.Regarding the improving of speeh reognition, it has been applied the well-knownMLLR adaptation tehnique to the orpus poliMedia:Adaptation in automati speeh reognition of video leturesAtually, many universities are digitising their letures, reating huge reposito-ries, in whih for eah leture, users an aess video reordings along with itsslides. This is the ase of poliMedia, a video leture database of the Univer-sitat Politènia de Valenià (UPV). ASR of this database entangles severaldiulties, for example, the great number of dierent speakers and topis. Inthis work, we present the rst step on ASR of this database along with a de-tailed analysis. Conretely, we present results using a standard ASR systemand ompare them with another system in whih adaptation is performed foreah segment using the MLLR algorithm.In the future, the appliation of adaptive training or voal trat length normali-sation ould be applied to better adapt the aousti models.And nally, in an eort to apply a speeh reogniser in a real senario, it has beenpresented an HTML5 video player whih allows to interatively transribe videos:Extension of Matterhorn, a framework for digitising video leturesMatterhorn is a software framework that deals with the whole proess of aquir-ing a leture, whih goes from its digitisation to its on-line publiation. Thissoftware have been hosen by the UPV in order to reord and give aess tothe ommunity to its letures. In this work, we desribed the urrent stateof development that is being arried out to deal with the poliMedia database.Conretely, the most important step had been the inlusion of a ASR systeminside Matterhorn to automatially transribe the letures speeh, along withan interative tool that enable users to orret the ASR errors.As a future work, the developed interative ASR system will be integrated into theMatterhorn infrastruture, so as to enable the users to interatively orret automatispeeh transriptions. Moreover, it will be extended to allow interative translation.
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